
Threat & Vulnerability 
Management

The fastest growing risk for Global Fortune 2000 companies and government 
agencies is an increasing number of cyber attacks and insider breaches. When 
these are hidden inside millions of enterprise events and assets, how do you 

prioritize vulnerabilities and ensure quick remediation? This is where Resolver’s 
Threat and Vulnerability Management solution comes in.

“
 ”

Resolver has introduced the first closed-loop system for threat 
and vulnerability management, security operations automation, 
and incident response. By simplifying and automating the complex 
process of vulnerability management, your IT team can prioritize 
vulnerabilities based on risk score and business criticality to ensure 
better decision-making and immediate remediation.

The future of business risk and cyber vulnerability management

It took about six months to recoup the cost of the 
investment. That was just in the labor efficiency savings. That’s not the 

whole picture of the value we realize with [Resolver, formerly RiskVision]. 

The largest benefit is in the ability to search, find, and identify the most criti-

cal vulnerabilities that represent the majority of risk across the organization, 

continually visualizing and efficiently remediating them. The best part is I 

keep showing it month after month. It adds up.

– VP of Cybersecurity, Fiserv 
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Easily onboard all asset, vulnerability, and threat data into one system 
Resolver can integrate with most technologies including vulnerability scanners, CMDB’s,  
and threat and exploit feeds, making the data collection process quick and easy. 

Correlate your data for stronger risk intelligence
With centralized data, you can correlate assets with business context and threat intelligence, 
map vulnerabilities with threat exploits, and see the complete picture with event analysis.

Visualize your risks with Resolver’s multi-attribute risk scoring
Weight your risks based on business priorities, internal and external threat exploits, and 
vulnerability impacts. 

Help your IT Team prioritize vulnerabilities
Resolver’s automated ticketing capabilities can group vulnerabilities based on asset criticality, 
compliance regulations, vendors, SLA commitments, or other variables that are important to 
your organization.

Close the risk management loop with mitigation verification
After patching vulnerabilities, Resolver re-scores your risks to verify whether the actions you 
took were truly effective in protecting your organization from threats. 

See the complete picture of your risk management efforts
Real-time data, trend reports and customizable dashboards provide clear visibility into your 
entire risk management process. Easily share these with your C-Suite, board members, and 
other stakeholders to enhance their trust in your mitigation efforts.

Want to learn more? Let’s talk.
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Innovation in every step of vulnerability management
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